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FOREWORD
This document represents the final report on Contract
NAS8-21445, "Study of Mathematical Analysis and Prediction
of Solar Activity." The work was performed by personnel in
the Dynamics & Guidance Department of Lockheed's Huntsville
Research & Engineering Center, and Lockheed's Electronics
Sciences Laboratory, Palo Alto, California. Work began on
24 June 1968 and was completed on 24 March 1969.
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SUMMARY
The objective of this study was to develop a technique for the prediction
of solar activity, making use of the results of previous scientific investiga-
tions which had indicated a relation between solar activity and planet inter-
actions. The nature of the interaction between planets and sun which might
be influential in causing sunspots is not known. Twenty-one parameters, or
"predictors," were developed, each of which describes some aspect of the
dynamics in the sun-planets system. Each of these predictors may be deter-
mined from a knowledge of the planets' positions and velocities.
The twenty-one predictors were preprocessed for a subsequent multiple,
nonlinear regression analysis. The preprocessing included a SinX/X filtering,
determination of the cross-correlation and shift for each parameter, and
normalization of each parameter. The cross-correlation determination and
shifting were computed for two configurations of sunspot numbers, the usual
11-year c ycle and the 22-year cycle, where polarity of spot groups is used to
determine the algebraic sign of sunspot number.
The next step was a regression analysis to determine the nonlinear re-
lationship between each preCi.ctor and sunspot number, individually. The
I.` NONLL^! algorithm was used for this purpose. These nonlinear relationships
were then combined iteratively by the ITLIN program to produce the estimate
of sunspot number. The entire procedure was performed for both the 11-year
and 22-year cycle configurations.
Future estimates of the 22-year sunspot cycle were made for various
combinations of the predictcrs. The results, while not accurate enough for
use at this time, indicate that the basic procedure is feasible. Several areas
in which further investigation would be beneficial are discussed.
v
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
Many investigations have considered the possibility of planetary influence
on the formation of sunspots. As early as 1923, Ellsworth Huntington (Ref. 1)
noted three hypotheses concerning ways in which other bodies may affect the
Sun's atmosphere: the meteoric, the gravitational and the electrical. He con-
cluded that even though the exact nature of the influence was not known, that
the number of eminent scientists who have in one way or another advocated a
planetary hypothesis is so large that their work cannot be overlooked.
More recently, Paul Jose (Ref. 2) discussed the relationship between
solar activity and the motion of the Sun relative to the center of gravity of the
ss>lar system. He computed various functions that would be descriptive of
dynamic relations between the planets and the Sun, and concluded that certain
dynamic forces exerted on the Sun by the motions of the planets were the cause
of solar activity.
Other work may be cited which provides definite indication of planetary
influences on solar activity. Wood and Wood (Ref. 3) conducted a systematic
analysis of the velocity, acceleration and rate of change of acceleration (jerk)
of the Sun's motion about the center of mass of the solar system. They con-
cluded that the influence of the inner planets on the fluctuation of the accelera-
tion of the Sun in inertial space is as important as that of the outer planets;
and that the short-time acceleration and jerk patterns are repetitive with a
clear 11.08-year period. Nilo Arriaga (Ref. 4), after analyzing the trajectory
of the Sun about the center of gravity of the solar system, drew the following
conclusion: "A future hypothesis of the solar activity would rest, therefore,
on the following assumptions: (1) the plan4tary system produces a tidal effect
on the surface of the Sun; (2) during the minima, there is a resonance between
the tidal wave and the rotation of the Sun; (3) the time necessary for the occur-
rence of a resonance is a period of 11.5 years; (4) the rupture of this resonance
1-1
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is the cause of solar activity.' Further examples of work, which indicate a
relation between planet motions and solar activity, are provided by Bigg ( Ref. 5),
Suda (Ref. b), Nemeth (Ref. 7), Gold (Ref. 8), Takahashi (Ref. 9), Schuster
(Ref. 10) and Dewey (Ref. 10.
The purpose of this study was to use any known relationships between the
planets and the Sun to predict sunspot number at least one cycle into the future.
The approach was slanted more toward an engineering perspective than a sci-
entific technique. The ultimate goal was not tt.e physical explanation of solar
activity, but the development of an improved m ,^-}hod of long-range forecasting.
Therefore, the effort was concentrated toward identifying, computing and using
parameters that might be descriptive of some interaction between the Sun and
planets. C .ce these parameters were identified and values computed for the
recorded history of sunspot number (1749 to present), they were inserted into
a nonlinear, multiple regression program to determine the statistical combina-
tion which resulted in the best prediction of sunspot number.
Two points should be emphasized concerning the procedure: ( 1) the goal
was improvement of long-range forecasting, rather than short-term forecasting.
Thus, the data were analyzed for general trends over a period of months rather
than characteristics which appeared daily or weekly. Filtering and smoothing
the data were employed to enhp : nce these trends; and (2) it was not a necessary
prerequisite of any parameter being considered for use,in the analysis that
there be an exhaustive theory on the manner in which it affected solar activity.
Parameters must have met two requirements before being included: (1) there
must be some reason to expect a correlation with &oJ.a.r activity; and (2) the
parameter mist be predictable itself. It was felt that ample evidence of cor-
relation had been demonstrated for parameters associated with the dynamic 	 =
interactions between the planets and Sun. These parameters also can be com-
puted with reasonable accuracy for any time in the future. It would be of no
use whatsoever (from the standpoint of this analysis) to have a quantity perfectly
correlated with sunspot number if it cannot be predicted itself.
i
1-2	 1
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The remainder of this report presents a technique for prediction of
sunspot numbers based upon a multiple nonlinear regression between 21
"predictors" and the smoothed Wolf number. A detailed discussion of the
parameters to be used as predictors is given first, followed by an explana-
tion of the manner in which they were combined to produce a prediction.
Finally, the results are summarised and recommendations given concerning
further otudies that show promise of improving the technique.
f
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Section 2
CALCULATION OF PREDICTORS
The following discussion presents in detail the method by which each
predictor was calculated. Each one depends ultimately upon a knowledge of
the position and velocity of the nine planets. In the development it is assumed
E- that the Sun and planets constitute a closed system. Figur-- 2-1 through 2-10
y'	 cor-xpare each predictor with the monthly average sunspot number from 1749
to ? 944,
Parameter 1: Distance of Lhe Sun from the Center of Mass of the Solar
Syb m, R. (Fig, 2-1)
The heliocentric ecliptic position vector, ri , of each planet is known
{i = 1 9) as are the masses of each planet, mi, and the mass of the Sun, ms.
The system thus appears as shown below, with A to be determined,
Mercury
I	 2-1
t
The total mass of the system is M;
9
M = ms
 
+	 MI
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The position of the center of mal.a (cm) vrith respect to the center of the .run
(-R Q j is
cm
rcm	
M I -i I
Thus, the position of the Sun with respect to the center of mass is
9
0	 cm. —M. ri
where each component of R 	 (in the ecliptic system) is0
9
X0 Mi Xi
9
y
0 M L M. Y.
9
zo M MI Zi
The distance, R 0 is then given by
771R	 x z0 + Yo  + z 20
2-2
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Parameter 2: Velocity of the Sun with Respect to the Center of Mass of the
Solar 	 vstem, V
o 
(Figure	 -1)
- Once the position vector of the Sun with respect to the cm is known,
it is a simple differentiation to obtain velocity:
d(R 0)—
Vo =	 dt
Ell — —	 —Vo = icoi + yoi + zo =
t where
_ 1	 d
_
Xo - - M dt	 mi xi
I
xa	 ^jl XlM
and
yo = - M
	
mi yi
1
1 9^
`Z o	 M l-j m1 Z11 -=
The velocities of each planet (xi , yi , zi ) are known from a planet ephemeris
subroutine (Ref. 12). 	 The resultant velocity is then
Vo = (Vai = jj2 + Yo	 + zo
Parameter 3: Acceleration of the Sun with Respect to the Center of Mass, A 
(Figure 2-2)
Acceleration is most conveniently calculated by using Newton's second
law and summing the forces acting an she Sun.	 It is assumed in the analysis
f"
2-3
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that the only forces present are the gravitational attractions on the Sun by
each planet. The force diagram would appear as shown below.
S
Summing Forces
9
ms aao =
	
Fi = ms R 
1
G
ms ao
 = Lt 
m s mi ri
1	 r 
gives the resultant total acceleration
mi ri
ao = G l.r
	 3
1	 r 
The ecliptic components are:
mi xi
X o = G	 3
1	 ri
2-4
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jg^ nc'i yi
yo r G L 3
1	 r 
z = G L ITI
1	 ri
Thus, acceleration may be computed from a knowledge of position only:
r	
A0 = a0 _ xo +* *y0 +z0
Parameter 4: Angular Momentum of tiie Sun about the Center of Mass, Ho
figure 2-
Ell	
By definition, the angular momentum of an object about a given point is
R = mrxV .
r	
For the Sun's motion about the center of mass, this equation becomes
l:=_
H = m R xVo	 s o	 0
H  = ms (yo zo z0 y0)
H = m (z x -x z )y	 s o 0 0 0
H = m {x y -y x )z	 s 0 0 0 0
tThe magnitude of this vector is then
tHo = 11101  = HT + Hy + Hz
2-5
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Parameter 5: Radius of Curvature of the Sun's Path, Zeta (Figure 2-3)
The distance to the center of curvature for any curve is given by
P = _v 
I .I  x r
For the Sun's motion, this equation becomes
V3
Zeta=	 o
Ivo x aoI
Evaluating the denominator,
V0 x a0 = { y0 z0 - z0 yo) i + {zo xo - x0 $0) j + {xo }i0 - yo x0 ) k
V o x ao = kx 1 + k y jj + kZ is
I Vo xa0 1 = kx +ky +kz .
which is the magnitude of the vector from the Sun to the center of curvature
The direction of the vector, which will be required later, is normal to the
Sun's path. A representation of this vector is shown below (en)'
CM	 \ Vo
R 0
Sun1
en
epo n
i
Center of
Curvature
2-6
Parameter b- Rate of Change of Angular Momentum about the Center of
Mass, L o (Figure 273)
The angular momentum, from above, is given by
H0
 = ms R0 x V0 .
The rate of change of o is
y
L = d (H01 = m (R x V +R x V )o	 dt	 s o	 0	 0	 0
L 0 = ms (R0 x a0)
The components are
Lx = ms (yo z0 - z  yo)
L  = ms (z0 xo x0 zo}
L  = m5 (x0 y0 - y0 X0}
So that the magnitude is
L0 
= 11;01  = Lx +Lys+ L-Z
Parameter 7: Rate of Change of Acceleration (Jerk) of the Sun about the
Center of Mass, J0 (Figure 2-4)
The derivative of acceleration has been named jerk (J). It is computed
for the Sun's motion about the center of mass as follows:
J da0- 
dt
d M. ri
J dt G	 ---- —
1	ri
2-7
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J - G	
ml 
1	 - 3 m
i rl	
rl
	
3	 4
1	 ri	 ri
Note here that r  is the total velocity and r  the radial component of velocity of
each planet about the Sun:
"Jx = G L^ M.
(73i
X.
- 3 ri 4
1
 r
yi yiJ	 = G	 mi
Y
- - 3 ri	 41 ri ri
JZ
 = G	 M..[^
Z.
3
Z.
- 3 ri 4
1 r-
Thus a knowlc-h.- toi planetary position and velocity allows determination of
the jerk.
Jo = I Jo + = JX +Jy + J 
Parameter 8: Angular Momentum of the Sun about the Center of Curvature, P
(Figure 2-4)
The angular momentum of the Sun about the center of curvature may be
written as
P = mspxV0
One of the properties of the radius of curvature, p, is the fact that it is normal
to the path of motion, and hence to the velocity vector V  since the velocity is
tangent to the path of motion. Thus
-r
f
P = ms p V  e 
2-8
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where e  is a unit vector in the binormal direction (normal to the plane of p
and Vo). The final expression for angular momentum is then
P = IPI 
= msPV0
Parameters 9 and 10: Rate of Change of Angular Momentum about the Center
of Curvature, P and P JFigure 2-5)
Parameter 9 is the rate of change of the magnitude of the angular momen-
tum about the center of curvature, P:
P - dt IP+
P = dt (m s PVo)
P = ms (p V  + P vo) .
Both p and V  are computed in a subsequent analysis.
Parameter 10 is the magnitude of the rate of change of angular momen-
tum, P' Thus,
15'
-Id PI.
The derivative may be evaluated as follows,.
P = m 8 (P x Vp)
_	 dP	 rn8 dt x Vo)
P = ms (p x V  + p x ao)
From a subsequent analysis for p it is known that
P = Pen +PVoreb- Voet•
2 -9
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Pxvo",*= (Pe n+PV 0 T a b V o t x V o et
2P..* VO
	
_PV 
o eb + P V 07 en
The second vectorproduct may be obtained by first expressin g a 0 in the en,
et , e b system,
where -r is the torsion of cur•;-ature.
Also
V0 = V 
o 
et
Thus, the first vector product becomes
dV
a o —d —t
dta0 - (VO et)
a	 V e + V0	 0 t	 o et
The rate of change of the magnitude of velocity V 0 is
Vo = I(x- -X- + Y- .. +i -iV 0 0 0 VO 0 00
The derivative of e t is obtained by the Frenet-Serret equations,
	
d et do	 v d et
et	 73 ;- 'it-	 0 do
V0
et	 p en
Therefore,	 2
P0 = V o e t + 	 e n
2-10
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The vector product then becomes
V2
To x ao = Pen x Vo et + p—° en
po x! 0 	 - p Vo eb'
so that the final expression for $ is
P
 msf
2 _PVoTen-(PVo +'VoP)eb^^
and	
2 2
	 2 1 /2P' = IP^ = ms (p V0 't^ +V o + Vo P)
Notice that P (Parameter 9) is one component of P' (Parameter 10).
Parameter 11: The Torsion of Curvature of the Sun's Motion. Tau (Figure 2 -6)
The definition of the torsion of curvature is
...
T = r !r xr
1rxr!
which for the Sun's motion takes the form
Vo . (ao x Jo)
T	
I Vo x ao1
The denominator may be conveniently evaluated from the previous development
of the radius of curvature as follows:
V3
P =	
o
I
2-11
......
	
. ...	 .	 ...T =
	
xo (yo'z^ - zo yo) + Yo ('zo xg - xo zo) + so {xo yo - yo xoV0
where the first, second, and third derivatives are the components of velocity,
acceleration, and jerk previously computed.
Parameter 12: Rate of Change of the Radius of Curvature, ROD (Figure 2-6)
The radius of curvature may be written as
P - Pen.
where en is a unit vector normal to the path of motion. The rate of change
of P' is then
P = W(Aen)
P = P an + P en
To evaluate P:
1/2
P V0 (kx i ky + ka 
2Y
p = 3V 2 Vo (k?- + ky + k-2 - 1/2
dk.	 d 	 dk
- I V3 (k 2 + k2 + k 2)-3/2 2 kx w tx + 2 ky	# 2 ka dta
LMSC/HR EC D146777
k X = y00 - z0 y0
dk
dt	 = yo s0 + yo so	 ;0 yo • so yo
d k ...
dt	 = yo so - so Yo
Similarly
Fit d k
t
...
dt 	 = zo x _ xo zo
dkz..	 ..
dt	 xo yo - yo xo
d 
where x8 , 'y0 and * zo are the components of jerk. The derivative 	 dt° is the
F-I 	 rate of change of the magnitude of the velocity vector, and may be denoted by
..	 dVD
S	
dt
..	
d 
z	 z	 lfzz
dt zo(io + yo t
..	 ..
= V1 (x0 j[0 + ko y0 + z0 za
} 
,
0
Thus p becomes
3 VD (VD • a0)	 Va (VD XT
	 • (VD x s0)
IVOX!0 1
	vox
1
where _
u	 Vo X10 = (yo z0 - z0 y0) i + (z0 x0 - xo i0} i + (xo y0 - io x0}
V X% = {yam ^0 - aQ 0 } i + ($Q xQ • u $Q} j + {xo yo - yo x0) ko
2-131
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and x0 . * yo , u are components of jerk.
To evaluate e , the Frenet-Serret formulas are utilized:
n
	
_	 d (%) dS
	
en	 dS dt
de
	
=s
	Teb
 -K et
where
t = torsion of curvature
e  = unit vector in the binormal direction
K = curvature = 1/P
et = unit vector in the tangential direction
Vo - (ao x Jo)
r = _ _ 
2I Vo xao I
The derivative of a becomesn
en = Vo reb
 - VoKet
Thus,	
_	 3 Vo (Vo - aoj Vo (Vo x Jo) • (Vo x ao) _
P =	 -	 eI ox i I	 IV,xao1	 n
Vo - (aoxJo)Vo —
+P
	
	 — 2	 eb - VoetVO X a°1
s
2-14
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t
E
I
1
1
1
2-15
Ecliptic Plane
And taking the absolute value,
2
I	 3 Vo (V o • ao) Vo (Vo x Jo) • (o x,0
	
^ ROD = ( p -	 ! _ _	 -	 _ _
I V o xaol	 IVoxa0
pVo •(ao xJo)Vo 	 2	 .
	
+	
2	 11/2
IVo x aoI 	
+vo
C	 Parameters 13 and 14: Ecliptic Force Component Rate, HF and HF (Figure 2-7)
Head NASA'sThis parameter is one suggested by Dr. R. M.  ad o f A.. '  Electronics
Research Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts. It is defined as follows:
I
HF = F cosO8
t
where F is the magnitude of the resultant force acting on the Sun due to the
gravitational_ attractions of the planets. The angles 8 and 0 are ecliptic
longitude and latitude of the force vector as shown below.
LMSC f HR EC D148777
The force magnitude can be obtained from Newton's Second Law:
F = m a-
s o
F = ms (xo i T y0 j + z  k)
F = F  i + F  j + F  k
1/2
F = !J = (Fx+Fy+FZ)
The angles may be evaluated as follows:'-
F2 + F2
coso = + — x k,	 -900 < 0 < 900
F
tan@ = F
x
Taking the derivative
sec
2 
@	
Fx Fy - F  Fx
8 =	
2Fx
Fx F - F Fx 2
8 =	 cos 9
F
x
But the cosine of 8 is
F
cos8 = x
TFY+  Fy
F2
cos 28 =	 x2F+^-
x y
	
2-16
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so that
	
F  F  - F F 
	 F 9 = F,X	 F^
- F F -F F$	 x Y	 Y x
F +F
X y
The derivatives of the components of force may be evaluated in terms of the
jerk vector:
d= dt (ms x o i + ms yo j + ms z o k)
F= m x i+ m y j+ m z k,
B. o	 s o	 s o
s
so that
Fx - ms xo
Fy = ms yo
F' = m 'z .
	
z	 s o
The final expression for HF is then:
F 2 + Fy Fx F' - F F`x
HF = F	 F,
F +F
X y
F F -F F
HF = x y 	 x
fF?- + Fy
The procedure for obtaining HF' is exactly the same, but a slightly different
numerical technique was used. The results turned out to be nearly equivalent.
2-17
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Parameters 15, 16, 17 and 21: Tide-Raising Force and Tide-Raising Potential
(Figures 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9)
The diagram below shows an arbitrary point, P, on the surface of the
Sun, and a given planet.
The gravitational potential at any point, P, on the surface of the Sun (r S . 0 ' )
because of the presence of a planet with mass m  located at R  (Rip 8i, 0i) is
G m.
v = - 
pl 1,
where pi = the distance between point P and the planet,
G m.
V = -
	 2	 1(Ri + r  - 2 R  r  cool )
G m.	 r2	 r	 -1/2
V-- R 1 1+ -- - 2 R cos 'iii	 R	 i2 
2-18
2-19
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The angle 'Ii is the heliocentric angle between the 
T  
and R  vectors. Using
the binomial theorem and neglecting higher order terms, the following is
obtained:
G m.
V = -	 R1
1	 r s 	rs	 3rs	 rs
- 
2 R coo 3i-^ - 2 
R1 
cos 9i + 8 (72
2
+ .
	 .
 i1	 1
GmV	 -	 i-
R.
rs
2	 4	 3
1 - 1 rs
	
+ cos f3. + 3	
rs	
4 
rs 
cos6. +42 RL	 R.	 i	 8 Ri - R3	 i[
2rg 
cos 28.iRiI
.1	
1
2G m.
V=-	 R 1
r	 r
I+ R cos 8i + R	
Z 
cos2¢i - 2)](
i i	 ^.
=
Gm
V	 = -	 R 1i
Gm	 Gm-
-	 2 rs cosS -	 3 r8 (3cos20iRi	 2Ri
Let G m
V 
1	 -	
R1
Gm.
V2 = - ^ r  cosQi
R.
V3 = - Gm3 r$ (3 cos 2 8i - 1)
2Ri
The first term is constant if Ri is constant.	 Taking the gradient of V 1 with
respect to the x y z coordinates of the Sun's surface thus results in no force,
VV
1
IG- - 8	 mi i - 8	 mi _ - 8	 mi k
Ri	 dy	 Ri	 8z(IR -i
i
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The second term gives rise to a force with uniform intensity Gmi /R2 as will
be shown:
Gm
	
F2 = -17v 2 = = 'rx (r s cos8i ) i +	 (r s cos8i) i + 8z (r s co90i) kR.WY1 -
r	 R.
cos	 _ s	 ii	 r R.s 1
xxi + yyi + zzi
cos¢i -
	 r	 iRs 
xxi + yyi + zzi
rs cosp i =
R 
8(r s c0813 i)
	 8 xxi + YYi + zzi
8x	 8x	 R 	 }
8(r s cog8i )	 xi
x	 - R.I
Similarly,
8(r8 cosp i )	 Yi
Y	 Ri
8(r s cosp i )	 z 
z	 = R.1
Thus,	 Gm. x
*
	y	 z.
F2 = R R1 i + R. j + R. kI
_	 Gm. R.
F2 = Ri '
I
2-24
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so that F 2 is a force of uniform intensity Gmi/R2 in the direction of Ri/Ri.
It is the usual expression for the force arising from the gravitational attraction
of another body. When divided by the mass of the Sun and summed over all the
planets it is the Parameter 3.
The remaining term V 3 constitutes the tide-raising potential,
-	 2
V3	
G2 s
	
m3 (3 cos 2^ i
 - 1)
1 Ri
where the summation is taken over all the planets. Note that the potential is
a function not only of time because of the changing positions of the planets, but
of the particular point chosen on the Sun ' s surface. Since a relation is being
sought between the potential and smoothed sunspot number, which is basically
a function of time, the time-variant properties of V 3 are of prime interest.a	
A possible solution to the problem is to choose arbitrarily a point fixed in space,
but located extremely close to the surface of the Sun. Once a given point is
assumed, it is possible to determine the variation of V 3 with time. The
potential V 3 is Parameter No. 21 (Figure 2-10).
The tide-raising force per unit mass is obtained from the gradient of V3.
F3 = -VV 3 = G 31 8x re(3cos 2Oi - 1)i +T- r$ (3cos 20 i - 1)j2R.i
+ 8z r (3 coo 2(l i - 1) k
Evaluating the partial derivative with respect to x:
8r
ax rs (3 cos 2(3 i - 1) = 2r s 8x ( 	 - I +6r2  cospi $cos$iF
2-21
8cospi 
__ 8 xxI + y—y^i
-
+ 
zzz
i
p
ex	 8 X	 ra i[i	 }
8cosp i	xi	 x cospi
ex - r s Ri
e
	
x.	 x cosh8 r2 (3 cos 2^i - 1) = 2x (3 cos 2^i - 1) + 6 r2 cosp i	 i8x s	 i	 i	 s	 i rs Ri
s
6 r cosh x.
6x cob 2P i - 2x + a R i i - 6xcos 2Pi
z
r
6 R—s c osP i xi - 2x
i
Similarly,
r
rs (3 cos 2^ i - 1) = 6 R. cospi yi - 2y
i
r
r8 (3 cos 2p i - 1) = 6 Rs cosp i z  - 2z
i
so that
G m.	 r	 r	 r
F' -	 1 6 s cosh x - 2x + 6 s coal y. - 2y j + 6 s cosh z. - 2z k
3- 2 R 3	 Ri	 i i	 Ri	 i i	 Ri	 i ii
G m.	 r
F3 R 3 R1 coop
i
The vertical component of tidal force per unit mass at any point can be obtained
as follows
2-22
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F3r	 F3 • ra
k'	 G mi r s 	Ri• 7  ra. ra
F 3	 R3 3 R1 
cos0i r -a	 ra
i
G m.
E	 r 3r = —	
3 ra Cox P i - ra
R.1
G m. r
F3 r = ^ (3 cos2p i - 1)
Rl
The total vertical component of the tidal force is then
9 m
F3r ° G ra L - (3 cos 2pi - 1)
1 R1
This expression is Parameter No. 15 (Figure 2-7).
Eli-
Next the north - south and east -west positions of the horizontal tidal force
must be computed. First determine the magnitude of the horizontal component,
t	 Fah	 F3 e^i
where a
^ i 
is a unit vector perpendicular to r (in the horizontal plane) and^. 
	
s
in the direction toward R i , as shown
R.
I
x
Gm r
Fah
 =	 31 3 R cosk R i • e - r s • eR.	 i	 ^ii
3 G m. r
Fah
 =	 4 s cosp i TE i • e
Ri	 0i
The dot product may be evaluated by noting that the angle between R i and
e, is 90 - 01 . Thus,
i
eD 	 R  cos{90 -^i) = R  sinpii
so that	 3 G m. rf	 i sF ah - -^- 3	 cosoi sinoii
m r
F 3h = 2 
G i 3s sin2pi .
Ri
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In order to sum the horizontal tidal forces due to each planet, the direction of
e^ relative to the local north - south line must be determined. This direction
i
is facilitated by expressing rs r.nd i in terms of celestial longitude and lati-
tude. The celestial longitude and latitude of the planet (Ai and 01 ) are known
for any time from the planet ephemeris analysis. The longitude and lataude
of the point on the Sun is known once a point has been chosen. Working with
the spherical triangle shown above,
sink cosAZ . = cos(90 - 0i ) sin(90 - 0s ) - ain(90 - 0i) cos(90 - 0s ) coso. i -A
1.
cosAzi = s I	 sin# c0808 - coso. sin#s cos(,k - Xs )l
The correct quadrant of Az may be determined from the quadrant of ki - Xs
Thus, z
F	 F cosAah N-S - 3h	 Z.
F3h E-W - F3h sinAZ 1
The total components are next obtained by a summation over all the planets,
F 3 N-S -	 F3h cosAz
1
F 3h E-W _ 1 F3h sinAz
The horizontal component of tidal force (Parameter 16, Fig. 2-8) is then
2	 -	 4 1 j2
"] F 3 = J(F 3h N-S ) + (F 3hE-W)
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-The total tide-raising force at any point on the Sun (Parameter 17, Fig. 2-8)
ma%- then be computed as
2	 2	 2 1/2
F3 - 1 3h N-S + F 3h E-W + F3r
Parameter 18: Planetary Couple. CUP (Figure 2-9)
According to MacCullagh's formula, the potential of a body at a distant
point is
V	 - GM - G (A+B+C - 31)
r	 2 r3
where
M is the mass of the body
r is the distance from the body to the point
A, B, C are the moments of inertia about the principal axes.
The force on a distant unit mass at r is -QV, and from Newton's Third Law,
the distant mass exerts an equal and opposite force on the body. This force
results in a couple of moment r x` V about the origin, exerted by the distant
unit mass. This couple is the result of the lack of spherical symmetry of the
body, which expresses itself in the fact that V is not just a function of r, but
involves x, y, and z in addition. Therefore, in finding the couple, all those
parts of V that are simply functions of r may be ignored. The moment of
inertia I about the axis to the point _ii question provides the only part of V that
is not a function of r only;
I = Ax  + By  + Cz2
r2
Call this part of V, V1'
V	 3GI1 
= 2r3
V 1 = 
3 G (Ax2 	 + By  + Cz2)
2r
I .
2=2b
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To compute the gradient,
av	 a 	 a 
15G
	
2	 2	 2 - 3G
vv 1 =	 7 (Ax + By + Cz ) r + 5 (Ax i + By j + Cz k }
2r	 r
vv 1 _ - 15G5 r + 3 5 (A3 i' + By j' + Cz k')2r	 r
The precessional couple is then
r - r xVV1
I' = rx _ 15 G5 r!+rx [-3G,  (Axi +Byj'Czk')
2r	 r
I' = 35 (xi' +yj' +zk')x(Axi' +Byj' +Czk,)
r
I' =!G- [(C-B) yz i' + (A-C) xz P + (B-A) xyk'] .
r
Assume that the Sun is symmetric about its axis ci rotation. Thus,
A = B,
and
1' = 33 [(C-A) yz i' + (A-C) xz j']
r
I' = 3G UC -A) yz i' - (C -A) xz j ]
r
I' = 3G (5-A)
r
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The value of (C-A) is not accurately known for the Sun. This inaccuracy may
be removed from the analysis by normalizing the couple,
I' = lC A I' = ^ (Yz i' - xz j )
r
Note that this expression is the normalized precessional couple due to the
reactive force of one planet and that the coordinates of this planet (x, y, z)
are in the Sun-centered equatorial system. It is thus necessary to transform
the known heliocentric ecliptic coordinates of the planet into the equatorial
system.
Two rotations are required as shown:
z	 zec' z^e^
X, xeq
2-28
From the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac values of i and n are
•.no wn,
i = 7015'
0 = 73040' + 50" . 25t
t = time in years from 1850.
Thus,
xeq	 cosp
	
silo
	 0	 Xec
yeq = -sirC cosi cosS? cosi sini
	 yec
zeq.	 sirD sini -cost? sini cosi)	 zec
Lfi  `
Summation of the x and y components of each planetary couple produces,
9 yi zirX = 3G ,	 5
	
l	 r.z
9 x. z.
ry = - 3C-
	
1	 ri
The magnitude of the total couple is then,
j2
CUP = I _;' l = [rx + r 
1
y
Parameters 19 and 20: Coriolis Acceleration, SCC and SSC (Figures 2-9 and 2-10)
Two types of coriolis accelerations have been inferred. from the report
by Wood (Ref. 13). Both are defined by the expression
ac = 2 weZ x V rt
where Wez = angular velocity of the R0 vector.
The difference between the two lies in the manner in which V rt is computed.
For the "Sun-cenier" coriolis, SCC 	 —
_	 V R0 0 —
Vrt -	 R	 e o
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which is simply the radial component of the total velocity of the Sun about the
CM.
Vrt = r s er
Thus,
S	 = 2w x  'e
oz	 s r
But,
W Oz x 
R0
 = V  ee
where
e$ is a unit vector in the plane of motion perpencaicutar to K0 .
Since ®Z is perpendicular to Ro
WOZ 
R 0 = V 
2
ez 
Ro 
=4VTO - rs
1
ez = 
R fV  rs
Therefore,
SCC = 2urOz s	
`
SCC = o Vo - is r  ,
or alternately
2 V ® V 
SCC = R
0
The "Sun-surface:" Coriolis aceelera ;ion SSC is obtained from
Vrt = r ,
 e  + w? x Pss
2-30
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where
is the angular velocity of the Sun and
pss is a vector from the center of the Sun to any arbitrary
point on the surface of the Sun.
The "Sun-surface" Coriolis becomes
SSC = 2W Oz x (r s e  + we x pss)
SSC = acc + 2 Waz x (we x pss)
To evaluate the second term; the following illustration is helpful:
—,
x v C
we x pss = we pss sin(90 - 01 OX
where ex is a unit vector perpendicular to the meridional plane of the arbitrary
point on the Sun's surface, and 0 is the latitude, measured from the Sun's
2-31
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equator, to the point. The m-ignitude of w 0 will vary depending; on the latitu&!
since the Sun's re .'.ion is not uniform;
x p = w p cosh eIL 	 33	 0 ss
w®z x (w 40 x pss ) = w®z we pss cosh eb x eA .
where e  is a unit vector in the direction of w ez . The direction of e  will not
vary much from the p: -pendicular to the ecliptic, since the motion of most
planets is very nearly in the ecliptic. Furthermore, the plane of the Sun's
equator is inclined by only 7 0 15' to the ecliptic. For these reasons the follow-
ing approximation may be made:
e  x e  2s sin(90 - 0) = cos 0 .
Thus,
wiz x (we x pss );., wez W  pss cos 2^
and
SSC = acc + 2w
ez 
we p 5 cos 20 .
For points on the Sun's equator, = 0, and cos 2^ = 1.0. The second term then
has the form of acc with r s replaced by p ss ii 	The magnitude of i • s is small
compared with the magnitude of pw o . The radial distance of the Sun from the
CM changes by a maximum of 2.18 solar radii over a period of years. Thus
even if it were possible to change by the maximum amount in one year, the 	 Y
magnitude of r s would be 2.18 solar radii per year. Can the other hand, the
magnitude of pw © is approximately 90 solar radii per year. Thus, for points
located reasonably close to the solar equator, a close approximation to the Sun-
surface Coriolis acceleration is
i
SSC = 2 w®z ^ pss
2-32
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This concludes the description of how each predictor was computed.
The next section begins a discussion of how the predictors are combined to
produce a forecast. Values of smoothed sunspot number to be predicted
are shown in Figs. 2-11 and 2-12. Figure 2-12 is the 22-year cycle given
by a consideration of magnetic polarity.
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Section 3
DATA BASE USED FOR SUNSPOT NUMBER ESTIMATION
3.1 GENERAL
The data used in the estimation of sunspot number consist of 21 param-
eters relating to the dynamic interaction between the planets and the Sun. The
^s method used to derive these parameters has been described in Section 2. Fig-
ures 2 - 1 through 2-10 show plots of these prediction parameters as a function of
modified Julian Date (MJD). Table 3-1 lists the 21 predictors corresponding to
Figs. 2-1 through 2-10.
E^ These parameters are easily computed for any time in the future or past.
For the purpose of this study they were found for a range of time that began 20
years before the first recorded sunspot cycle and extended 20 years beyond the
last sunspot cycle. This was done for three reasons: ( 1) so that data could be
filtered and end effects of the filter would not affect the estimates; (2) so that
a cross -correlation function between these parameters and sunspot number
'	 could be obtained using a constant sample size; and (3) so that prediction param-
eters would be available to predict sunspot number into the future. (The third
reason is obvious; the first two reasons will be better understood after reading
Section 4.) These parameters were sampled every 20 days from MJD -47400
to MJD 46020 for a total of 4672 samples. The sampling rate was chosen so the
entire time history of sunspot number, SSN, could be processed by the computer
at one time. At the same time it should be emphasized that this sampling rate
was high enough to extract all the useful information from these parameter
waveforms, insofar as the prediction of smoothed sunspot number was concerned.
U
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Table 3-1
PARAMETERS USED TO ESTIMATE SUNSPOT NUMBER
Number Abbrevi--.tion Parameter
positionI Ro
2 Vo velocity
3 Ao. acceleration
4 Ho angular momentum
5 Zeta radius of curvature of Sun's path
6 Lo rate of change of angular momentum
7 Jo rate of change of acceleration
8 P angular momentum about center of
curvature of Sun's path
9 P rate of change of P
10 P' rate of change of P
11 Tau torsion of curvature
12 ROD rate of change of radius of curvature
13 HF longitudinal rate of change of horizontal force
14 HF' HF calculated by different method
15 F3R radial tide - raising force
16 F3H horizontal tide - raising force
17 F3 total tide-raising force
18 CUP planetary precessional couple
19 SCC Sun-center Coriolis
20 SSC Sun-surface Coriolis
21 V3 tide - raising potential
3-2
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The values of sunspot number are initially monthly means with linear
interpolation between these values to get a sunspot number, Rz, every 20 days.
he history* of Rz begins at MJD -40100 and continues to 38720 for a total of
3942 samples. These values of Rz were smoothed to produce a yearly running
average
SSN(ti} = 19	 Rz(ti + j)
j=-9
where
MJD -39920 < ti < MJD 38540.
Due to the end effect of this smoothing operation the number of values of sun-
spot number SSN is reduced from 3942 to 3924. Figure 2-11 is this yearly
average of sunspot number SSN as a function of Modified Julian Date. In this
plot the average period of SSN is approximately I  years. It has been sug-
gested (Ref. 14) that the SSN be plotted as positive and negative values to indi-
cate the change in magnetic polarity of the sunspot pairs. Figure 2 -12 is a
plot of +SSN as a function of MJD, which produces a 22-year cycle. During
the course of this study the correlation between each of these configurations
and the 21 predictors was found (see Section 4.2).
3.2 DATA PREPROCESSING AND DATA SETUP PRIOR TO ESTIMATION
OF SUNSPOT NUMBER
A number of preprocessing procedures were applied to the predictor
parameters before estimates of sunspot number were made. This was done
to assure that the predictor parameters are used in the most meaningful way.
Preprocessing procedures include filtering, cross-correlation with sunspot
numbers, and normalizing. In addition to describing these preprocessing
techniques the data base setup is discussed.
111
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3.2.1	 Filtering the Predictor Parameters
Since many of the predictor parameters had high frequency content and
it was not desirable to estimate a sunspot number waveform that contained
high frequency components, some of the parameters were filtered. To avoid
the problem of phase shift a digital filter was used based on the convolution of
sinx/x with the input data. This filter was mechanized using the equations
given below:
	 Narg
X^ = Ho - X  +	 Hi - (Xj+i 
+ Xj-d
i=1
X  = original data point
X^ = filtered data point
Ho—~ HNarg	 filter coefficients
Narg + 1 = number of filter coefficients
sin(2e fco tip
Hi	 Hs'	 t.isum	 co 
ti = i * sampling frequency
fco = cutoff frequency in cycles/year
Narg
Hsum = 1 +
	
	
2 OH
i=1
Ho = 1 /H sum
,it Narg sw 4n
During the course of this study filter coefficients were derived for cutoff fre-
quencies of one year, one-half year and one -fourth of a year. Since the
sampling frequency was 20/365 there were 19, 37, and 73 coefficients, respec-
tively, for these three filters. While these coefficients are easily derived, a
z
;t
i
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listing of them is provided in Appendix A. Table 3-2 indicates the amount of
filtering each of the 21 input parameters received.
Figures 3-1 through 3-21 show plots of sample portions of the time
histories of the 21 predictor parameters after filtering, and shifting the ap-
propriate value of T days.
3.2.2 Cross -Correlation of Predictor Parameters with Sunspot Number
The cross -correlation function between predictor parameters is defined
as	 N
aj (T) - N E Pj (ti + T) • SSN (ti)	 j = 1 to 21
i=1	 T= -T to T
where
P  = predictor parameter. j
SSN = sunspot number
N = total number of sunspot numbers in data base
2T = range over which a(T) is obtained
At any value of T the correlation coefficient is defined as
a:j (T) - TP • 3 Npj =
api 0 'SSN
whet e
T^j = expected value of P 
SSN = expected value of SSN
Up = standard deviation of P 
7
0SSN = standard deviation of SSN.
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Table 3-2
FILTER CHARACTERISTICS APPLIED TO PREDICTOR PARAMETERS
Parameter Cutoff Frequency (cycles/year) No. of Coefficients
Po No Filtering --
Vo 1.0 19
Ao  0.50 73
Ho/10 35 1.00 37
Zeta 0.50 73
Lo,/ 10 73
Jo 0.50 73
P 0.50 73
P 0.50 73
IV 0.50 73
Tau 0.50 73
ROD 0.50 73
HF 0.50 73
HF ' 0.50 73
F 3R 0.50 73
F 3H 0.50 73
F 3 0.50 73
CUP No Filtering —
SCC No Filtering
SSC No Filtering —
V 3
	 i 0.50 73
#These parameters were normalized as indicated before filtering.
3-G
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The reason for obtaining these cross-correlation functions was two-fold,
First, it showed what shift in T is necessary to achieve the best correlation
u-W, SSN for each of the predictor parameters. Second, by finding the cross-
correlation functions between ISSNI and the predictor (11-year sunspot cycle)
and also between +SSN and the predictors (22-year sunspot cycle) it was pos-
sible to determine which configuration correlated beat with the predictors.
Plots of the cross-correlation function as a function of T in days for the 21
predictors are shown in Figs. 3-22 through 3-42. Figures 3-22a, 3-23a, etc.,
are for cross-correlation functions using I.SSNI while Figs. 3-22b, 3-23b, etc.,
are for cross-correlation functions using +SSN. These plots are seen to be
somewhat periodic with the period approaching that of SSN. In order to have
values of predictor parameters available to predict SSN into the future the
value of t where maximum correlation occurs for each of the parameters was
forced to be negative. As can be seen from Figs. 3-22 through 3-42 this re-
striction causes little or no decrease in peak correlation. It is true that corre-
lations where 'r is positive tend to be higher but the difference is small and the
negative t restriction is necessary to find SSN* into the future. Table 3-3 lists
the maximum correlation coefficient and the value of y where that correlation
occurs for the (SSN) and the +SSN configurations. This table indicates which
parameters are mast strongly related to SSN and the time lag needed to obtain
this relation. Using this I :-formation each of the 21 predictors are shifted to
indicated amounts for use in estimating SSN.
Table 3-3 shows that the correlation coefficients for the +SSN configura-
tion are generally higher than for the ISSNI configuration. However, for 14 of
the 21 parameters the correlation coefficients for ISSN{ are higher than for
+SSN. Thus, it is seen that about half of the predictor parameters have a
stronger relationship to the 11-year cycle and the other half to the 22-year
cycle. Since the correlation coefficients for+SSN are generally higher it
would seem proper to use this configuration to estimate SSN. However, since
3
A
sSSN indicate estimated value of SSN.
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Table 3-3
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AND ACCOMPANYING T VALUE FOR 21
PREDICTOR PARAMETERS CORRELATED WITH ISSNI AND +SSN
Parameter ISSNI Configuration ±SSN Confi uration
p	- r p r
Po -.08955 -2500 -.5547 -2500
Vo +.05269 -1150 -.6888 -2600
Ao .12843 -1600 -.4356 -2700
Ho,/1035 -.04177 -2550 -.6162 -2550
Zeta +.04646 -4700 -.7057 -2600
Lo/1024 .20969 -1000 .0436 -1350
Jo -.11875 -3450 -.06552 -3450
P -.01875 -	 50 -.6992 -2600
P -.07364 -3450 -.6584 - 700
P' +.05452 -4700 -.6853 -2600
Tau -.21165 2500 -.17938 -2800
ROD +.09207 -4200 -.64346 -2500
HF .17183 -1150 -.07168 -3900
HF'I -.17308 -3900 -.07242 -4200F3R +.12533 -1300 +.05988 -2400
F3H -.20430 -4100 +.08249 -2100
F3 -.20978 •4000 -.09018 -4400
CUP •+.20482 -3500 +.09527 -2100
SCC +.12184 -1700 +.31255 - 600
SSC +.14757 -2500 +.19143 -2400
V3 -.06276 -4100 +.05881 -2000
3-8
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half of the parameters show a stronger relation to ISSNI and it has been pointed
out by Fox and Ezekial (Ref. 15) that accuracy of estimate and correlation coef-
ficient both have their place and are not necessarily directly proportional,
both configurations were used to estimate sunspot number.
3.2.3 Data Base Setup and Experiment Procedure
This study had two distinct phases, or sets of experiments, each requir-
ing a particular data base setup. In phase one the estimating technique was to
be evaluated using known values of SSN and in phase two, SSN was estimated
(SSN) for the future.
As indicated in Section 3.1 there were 3924 values of SSN. In phase one
the first 3200 of these data points (MJD -39920 to MJD 24060) along with the
appropriate data points for each of the 21 predictors are used to find an esti-
mated regression of SSN. A detailed explanation of the regression procedure
is found in Section 4. Using the regression coefficients generated from these
3200 samples and the next (in time) 724 values of the predictor parameters,
A
724 values of SSN (MJD 24080 to MJD 38540) are estimated (SSN). These values
A
of SSN are compared to the actual values of SSN and the error statistics are
A
generated. The values of SSN are also found from MJD -39920 to 24060 and the
error statistics are found. By comparing the two sets of error statistics it is
possible to determine the difference in error between SSN and SSN over the
range where the regression coefficients were generated and the error between
A
SSN and SSN when future values of the predictor parameters are used. Thus,
an indication of how well the procedure extrapolates into the future is obtained.
r.
In studying this statement it would seem to indicate that estimates of SSN
should have been made for all values of T instead of finding the cross-
correlation function. However, the cost of such an effort would have been
out of the question. Therefore, a faster, more economical method of find-
ing the shifts necessary for the strongest relationship was used, i.e., cross-
correlation.
3-9
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In phase two of the study the entire SSN waveform, 3924 samples along
	 -=
with the appropriate 3924 values of each of the predictors, are used to find an
	 }
estimated regression of SSN. The coefficients generated in this way are then
used in conjunction with the next 250 values of each of the predictor parameters
to find SSN into the future. The values of SSN are from MJD 38560 to MJD
43540. Shown below is a breakdown of the two data base setups.
Regression Estimate Future Estimation
No. No.
Points Time Period Points Time Period
Phase 1 3200 MJD -39920 to 24060 724 MJD 24080 to 38540(1749 to 1925) (1925 to 1964)
Phase 2 3924 MJD -39920 to 38540 250 MJD 38560 to 43540(1749 to 1964) (1964 to 1978)
3.3 NORMALIZING PREDICTOR PARAMETERS
U
fl
To make the estimate of SSN, it is necessary to estimate a probability
aensity function using a Taylor's series expansion. (See Section 4.1 for de-
tails.) To minimize distortion of the estimated density relative to the actual
density and also to minimize the error due to the series expansion it is de-
sirable to "sphericalize" the data in some way. A simple method of accom-
plishing this is to normalize each of the parameters to have unit variance.
If the means and standard deviations of the predictor parameters used to
establish the regression surface, i.e., the training set data, are called pj
and Si . respectively, then the normalized predictor parameter ph i may be
expressed as
Pji = (Pji - pj)/Sj
or	 j=1to21
pji	 Si - Pjil	 - pj/Sj
Table 3-4 shows the actual values of 1/S i and pj/Sj for each of the 21 parameters.
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Table 3-4
"SPHERE" COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 21 PREDICTOR PARAMETERS
Parameter 1/Si pj/Sj
Ro 3.09 x 10 -6 + 2.536
Vo 4.97 x 102 + 6.250
Ao 4.88 x 10 10 +10.29
Ho/10 35 8.79 + 1.806
Zeta 5.13 x 10 -6 + 3.970
Lo/10 24 1.38 x 10 -2 + 1.539
Jo 2.96 x 10 18 +33.48
P 2.49 x 10 -4 + 2.514
P 1.05 x 104 - 0.02916
9.6 x 10 +3 + 7.794
Tau 1.49 x 10±3 + 0.038
ROD 1.54 x 10 -3 + 2.32
HF 1.099 x 10 i8 + 4.779
HF' 2.1 x 10+18 + 9.32
F3R 2.1 x 10 -2 +28.47
F3H 1.6 x 10-2 +12.94
F3 1.29 x 10 -2 +22.39
CUP 2.45 x 10 +13 + 2.80
SCC 6.39 x 10 +9 + 1.39
SSC 8.14 x 107 + 1.28
V3 2.14 x 10 -1 + 1.24
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Section 4
NONLIN-ITLIN: THE TECHNIQUE USED TO
ESTIMATE SUNSPOT NUMBER
The NONLIN-ITLIN technique was developed recently by D. F. Specht
(Ref. 16) for use with continuous predictor variables. In this study, the tech-
nique was used to estimate sunspot number using various predictor-variables
associated with the planetary interactions with tLe sun. In the computer pro-
gram NONLIN-ITLIN, NONLIN refers to an algorithm for a nonlinear regres-
sion performed on the data to combine individ,.il predictors, and ITLIN refers
to an iterative linear regression procedure, which is the final processor used
for combining partial predictors from NONLIN.
NONLIN was programmed to provide the final processor (ITLIN) with
many estimates of SSN. ITLIN simply combines these estimates into a final
estimate with higher validity. Figure 4-1 shows the information flow through
the NONLIN-ITLIN program. Variables X I and X  are estimates of SSN
{	 based on NONLIN and SSN is the final estimate of SSN using ITLIN.
4.1 NONLIN
NONLIN finds nonlinear transformations from the predictor space to an
intermediate space (defined by the X variables). Since no statistical procedure
can be invoked to find an unrestricted relationship between multiple predictor
variables and a criterion variable without the danger of overfitting a finite
sample of data points, NONLIN attempts to find a nonlinear relationship be-
tween only one, two, three or four raw measurements and SSN at a time.
Even with this restriction in dimensionality of the problem, NONLIN imposes
f substantial smoothing to the resulting regression surface in order to avoid
excessive overfitting. In this particular study the nonlinear relations between
individual predictor parameters and SSN were found. The experiments were
4-1
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not extended to combine two, three or four parameters at a time within the
NONLIN portion of the analysis. Experiments of this type could be run in the
future and there is a possibility that the estimates could be improved. How-
ever, the purpose of this study was to pick individual predictors and establish
the applicability of NONLIN/ITLIN to the problem of estimating SSN, combining
the parameters in the ITLIN program.
4. 1.1 Formulation of NONLIN
A general description of NONLIN as provided by Specht in Ref. 16 is
given below. See Ref. 16 for a more detailed description of the technique.
Let X be a p component random vector variable with transpose X-
[X 1 , ... Xj , ... Xp1 and Y be a one-dimensional random variable with a joint
continuous distribution of density f'((a , y). The regression of Y given X = x is
CD
ECYI X = X) = J yf(X. y) dy +f f(x, y) dy	 (4.1)
-a^	 -a
Using the consistent nonparametric estimators of the densities described later
the regression can be estimated by the estimated regression
L Yi exp	 1 2 L (Xji ` Xj)2
Y(	 = 2 1	 2 Q j=1	 (4.2)
En
	
	 P
 eXp 	 1 2 L
 V 2 	 (Xji ` xj)a j=1
where
n = number of observations of X and Y used in
estimating the densities
Xi and Y i = the ith observations of X and Y, respectively
Xi s X li , ... , Xji , ... , Xpil
a = a smoothing parameter
4-3
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X 1 in this study refers to the predictor parameters where p is the number of
parameters used in each NONLIN pass. Y and Y are the actual and estimated
values of SSN.
It is further shown that the nonlinear regression Eq. (4.2) can be approxi-
mated to any desired accuracy by a polynomial-ratio regression estimate
Y (x) = MP
where the coefficients of the polynomials are computed as a function of the
observed sample. The advantage of the form Eq. (4.3) is that the observations
are used only in the computation of the coefficients. Subsequent evaluation of
Y(3S) for a given vector x is usually much faster using Eq. (4.3) rather than
Eq. (4.2).
This same advantage is, of course, shared by classical polynomial re-
gression equations, but the technique described has the following advantages
compared with classical polynomial regression techniques utilizing a single
polynomial:
• It provides a simple method of determining the coefficients. The calcu-
lation for the coefficient of a particular term amounts to little more
than averaging the corresponding product of variables over the set of
observations available.
• The computational and storage requirements increase only linearly
with the number of coefficients used.
• The shape of the regression surface can be made as complex as
necessary to closely approximate Eq. (4.1), or as simple as de-
sired, by proper choice of the smoothing parameter a. In spite
of this flexibility, Y*(20 estimated from Eq. (4.3; is bounded by the
minimum and maximum of the observations Y i when Q(x) and P(jc)
are truncated at an even order.
• Because of the smoothing properties inherent in the density estimator,
the number of coefficients used in the polynomials can approach or
even exceed the number of observations in the sample with no danger
of the regression surface overfitting the data when a is suitably
chosen.
4-4
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Since the derivation of Eq. (4.3) from Eq. (4.2) is not dependent on X being
random, the computational advantages of the polynomial form can be utilized
also when values of X are specified in the design of an experiment and Y alone
is a random variable. This property applies, of course, to ordinary polyno-
mial regression as well.
In these experiments the polynomials Q(x) and P(x) of Eq. (4.3) were of
sixth order and are in the form
Q(x) = qo + q l xi + q2 xZ + q 3 xi + q4 xi + q 5 xi + q6 x6	 (4.4)
and
P(1) = Po + p l xi + p2 x2 + p3 xi + p4 4 + P5 xi + P6 xi	 (4.5)
where the value i indicates which of the predictor parameters are being used.
The values of these coefficients for each of the parameters used to estimate
sunspot number are listed in Appendix B.
4.1.2 Normalization of Y W to Decrease Error Due to Estimate of f(x, y)
The regression E [YIZ = c] represents that function h(x) which minimizes
the mean-squared error, E[Y - h(3E)f . However, even for large sample sizes,
A
this objective is not realized by either Y(2^) or Y (2F) because of systematic
!	 distortion of the estimated density which results when the smoothing param-
eter v is greater than zero. Once this nonlinear relationship between Y and
A
X is found, however, the relationship between Y and Y is essentially linear.
AThus, the best linear conversion of Y (in the least-squares sense) is obtained
A
through simple linear regression of Y on Y over the training portion of the
data base. A corrected estimate of Y could be obtained by
A
YW = ao + a l Y(x)	 (4.6)
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where
_ ! l E YJ IF- Y(XdI - 1Y(3'd [Eyi hxdj 1	 (4.7)0
n CE Yi Y(X^i  - CE Yi J l^ Y(xi)]x l -	 D	 (4.8)
D = n [YA (	 2	 AX.	 - [^ Y(xi ) 	 (4.9)
and the summations range from i = 1 to n where n is the total number of points
involved. N = 3200 or 3923 for the experiments performed during this study.
The values of a  and a l for the NOLIN estimates based on each of the pre-
diction parameters are listed in Appendix B.
4.2 ITLIN
Since the Xis generated by NONLIN are linearly related to SSN to a first
order of approximation, no further nonlinear processing would appear to be
necessary. In principle, the Xis could be combined into a final estimation of
SSN using multiple regression; however, computer time increased geometric-
ally as a function of the number of variables. In recognition of the many raw
variables that may be available to be combined, an iterative linear regression
procedure was used. Using this procedure (designated ITLIN), the increase
in computer running time increases only linearly with the number of predictor
variables. The basic operations in the ITLIN program are illustrated below
in a simplified farm.
Xa— X 1
Xb.,... X2
Use bivariate linear regression
to compute regression coeffi-
cients inASSN = aXa
 + bXb + c
A
Xa— SSN
Xb
— 
new variable X,
u
1
1
4-6
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A
In the above simplified diagram, SSN, X a, Xb are arrays of numbers corre-
sponding to cases in the training set. For each time, ti of the training set,
A
SSNi is the estimate sunspot number conditioned on X U and Xbi'
To start, the arrays of values corresponding to variables X 1 and X 2 are
loaded into Xa and Xb, respe t ely. Using the standard linear regression
Aprocedure for two independent variables, SSN results as the array of first
estimates of the criterion variable. For the next iteration, this SSN is loaded
into the X  array and a new variable (X^) from NONLIN is loaded into the X 
array. The process is repeated until change in rms error reaches a point of
diminishing returns. Program ITLIN keeps track of the cumulative effect of
A
the coefficients a, b and c during all iterations so that the final SSN can be
	
L	 calculated by a simple equivalent linear combination of the X i.s from NONLIN.
These coefficients are given in Appendix C. After each iteration, ITLIN
	
L_	 computes accuracy on both the training and testing sets. In addition to rms
error over the entire history of the training set, and in the case of the first
	
E	 set of experiments the test set as well, rms error for various ranges of actual
and estimated values are obtained. These error statistics were generated by
searching through the actual values of SSN and finding all those values where
0 < ISSNI < 10, 10 < ISSNI < 20, etc. In each of these ranges Vie rms error
A
was calculated. The same process was repeated for all the values of SSN.
4.3 SCHEMATIC OF ENTIRE ESTIMATION PROCESS
Throughout the preceding sections the parameters used to estimated sun-
spot number have been exposed to a number of preprocessing procedures. In
addition, the actual estimation procedure is complex and involves still more
coefficients. Figure 4-2 provides a diagrammed, step-by-step description of
the estimation process from beginning to end showing what is done and where
in the report the pertinent information is located. The first three steps in-
volve preprocessing: filtering to smooth the predictor parameters, cross-
correlation with SSN to discover the appropriate time lag where correlation
is best, and normalizing the predictors to make meaningful estimates of the
probability density function. The normalizing coefficients were generated for
4-7
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Input Raw
Predictors
Coefficients: Appendix A
Sinx/x Filter	 Filter characteristics for each
parameter: Table 3-2
Correlation coefficients and
	
Cross-correlation	 amount of shift to produce
and shift	 maximum correlation:
Table 3-3
"Sphericalize" I 	"Sphere" coefficients-
Predictors	 Table 3-4
Make initial
estimates using	 Coefficients and formulation
NONLIN and	 for all predictors: Appendix B
normalize estimate
	
Combine NONLIN	 Coefficients and formulation:
estimates using	 Appendix CITLIN
Final Estimate: See Section 5 for results
Fig. 4-2 - Flow Diagram of Enti-.0 Estimation Process
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Phase 1 training case; ..e., the first 3200 training samples, and they were
also used in the Phase 2 experiment (3923 training point) since the distribu-
tions of the parameters change only slightly with the increase in the number
of samples. Tnus, using one set of coefficients reduces the total number of
coefficients involved '.x the experiments. Steps four and five involve NONLIN
and include the polynomial-ratio regression estimate and the correlation of
the estimate based on the training set information. In steps four and five (as
well as step six) the coefficients are generated using only data in the training
set. Then estimates are made over the entire ranges of the data training and
testing set, and error statistics are generated. Step six combines the estimates
made by NONLIN using ITLIN.
4-9
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Section 5
RESULTS OF SUNSPOT ESTIMATION EXPERIMENTS
	
^a	 The results of this study are divided into two phases. Experiments of
Phase I evaluated the NONLIN-ITLIN estimation technique using a training set
(3200 data points), and a testing set (724 data points). These experiments
were used to determine the best procedure to follow in making an actual pre-
	
'	 diction; specifically, whether the 11-year or 22-year sunspot cycle should be
used, and which parameters should be used t,) make these estimates. In the
Phase II experiment the information gained from Phase I was used to estimate
sunspot number several years into the future using data since 1749 to generate
the various coefficients.
5.1 PHASE I EXPERIMENT: EVALUATION OF THE NONLIN-ITLIN
TECHNIQUE
In these experiments +SSN as well as ISSN were estimated and it was
found that the magnitude of the rms error was smaller when (SSN) were esti-
mated compared to when +SSN were estimated. As a percentage of full-scale
value, however, the estimates of +SSN are more accurate. Therefore, a
decision was made to use the +SSN configuration to estimate sunspot into the
future. It was suggested that efforts should be made to compensate for the
fact that the regression analysis estimates the values of a waveform that tend
toward the mean of the waveform. To attempt to compensate, a brief experi-
ment was performed at the end of this study which estimated SSN and SSN3,
and then transformed these estimates to obtain the actual values of SSN.
t
5.1.1 Experiment Estimating ±SSN
In these experiments accuracy (in rms error) was improved as more
parameters were added, e.g., see Table 5-1. However, the addition of the
5-1
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last few parameters caused little increase in accuracy because of the lack of
correlation of these parameters with +SSN. The NONLIN coefficients used to
obtain the transformation of each of the parameters along with the coefficients
to make the first order correction of the estimate are given in Appendix B,
Table B-1. The ITLIN coefficient used to combine these parameters into the
final estimate of +SSN are listed in Appendix C, Table C-1, for combinations
of two through twenty-one NONLIN parameters. Since the increase in accuracy
is slight after the parameter Tau is added, to conserve computer running time,
the remaining experiments were run using the top fifteen parameters instead
of all twenty-one.
A representative example of estimates of +SSN is shown in Fig. 5 -1. In
this case 13 parameters were used. The symbol A represents the actual value
of +SSN, the symbol E, the estimated values of +SSN. Figure 5 -2 shows theA -
errors between +SSN and +SSN. In both of these figures MJD -39920 to 24060
is the training set and MJD 24080 to 38540 is the test set. Table 5 -1 lists the
overall rms error for the estimates; however, it is known that the estimates
will be more accurate near the mean of the waveform. Thus, the rms error
A
was calculated over various intervals of data magnitude for both +SSN and +SSN.
Table 5 -2 lists these errors for the training set and testing set for the 13-
parameter case. Figure 5-3 shows a plot of +SSN banded by the appropriate
_^
rms error at each point and Fig. 5 -4 is for +SSN. These figures provide an
estimate of confidence as to how well a given value of +SSN can be estimated
A
and how well a given value of +SSN approximates the value of +SSN.
5.1.2 Experiment Estimating ISSN)
Table 5-3 shows the change in accuracy of the ISSN) as parameters are
added. The NONLIN coefficients are in Appendix B. Table B -2, and the ITLIN
coefficients are in Appendix C. Table C-2.
The example to be discussed in detail is the experiment in which 14
parameters are used. Figure 5-5 shows ISSN) and ISSNI as a function of time
5-2
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and Fig. 5-6 is the error between actual and estimated values of ISSNI for the
training and testing sets. While the rms error magnitude is smaller than for
the +SSN estimates, the rms error as a percentage of full-scale (or maximum
value) is greater than for the +SSN case. Table 5-4 lists the rms error over
various ranges of data magnitude for the 14-parameter case, and Figs. 5-7
and 5-8 show the plots with these error band :,i applied.
5.1.3 Experiment Estimating 3^  and +SSN3
Earlier it was shown that regression analysis tends to estimate toward
the mean of a dai.a set. The NONLIN attempts to correct for this character-
sitic (by performing a linear regression between the SSN and SSN over the
training set) have not been completely successful. Another way to reduce this
error is to estimate some transformation of the data and then perform the in-
verse transform to obtain the actual values. Such transforms could include
SSNX
 or log of the initial SSN. In this study, a brief experiment was run in
which the 3 ±SSN as well as +SSN 3
 were used to note the change in error from
the case in which +SSN was estimated. In both cases only one parameter was
used to estimate SSN, and in each case the error was obtained by taking the
inverse transform of the SSN and comparing that to the actual values of +SSN.
When one parameter was used in estimating ±SSN, the training and testing
rms errors were 43.15 and 57.14, respectively, while the correlation coefficient
between +SSN and +SSN was 0.6425. When 
	 was estimated, the rms
errors between [;^_S 3SN] and +SSN were 48.14 and 55.14 and the correlation
increased to 0.6476. When +SSN 3
 was estimated, the rms errors between
f±S9N 3  and +SSN were 52 .93 and 49.09, respectively, and the correlation
coefficient fell to 0.4656. This indicates that these methods of transformation
prior to processing do little to reduce the rms error; however, there are other
methods that could '-e used in future experiments such as taking the log of SSN
(since SSN goes negative it would be necessary to bias SSN a set amount in order
to make use of the log concept). Although this simple transformation of SSNX
did not improve accuracy, there is hope that other transformations will.
5-3
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5.1.4 Comparison of Experiments Used to Evaluate NONLIN/ITLIN
Of the three sets of experiments, the one producing the lowest rms error
relative to the peak-to-peak values of SSN was the experiment using +SSN as
the criterion. This configuration is also the one that correlates bec± with most
of the predictor parameters (11 out of 21) and has the highest correlation coeffi-
cients (m.70). Because of these considerations as well as limited time during
this study, the estimates of future sunspot numbers were obtained using only
the +SSN configuration. Coefficients generated for the ISSNIconfiguratic-on during
the evaluation phase of the study could be used, however, to estimate ISSN into
the future.
1
5.2 PREDICTING SSN	 I
To predict SSN into the future the +SSN configuration was used. A total
	 i
of 3924 data points were used to train the regression technique and 250 values
A
of +SSN were evaluated into the future. Two experiments were run in which
this data base setup was used. In the first experiment, each of the 15 best pre-
dictors (best according to correlation coefficient) were used to find +SSN over
the training portion of the data on an individual basis, i.e., ITLIN was not used.
This was done to evaluate the conjecture by Ezekiel and Fox (Ref. 1 5)  that cor-
relation coefficient and error of estimate are not necessarily related. In the
A
second experiment +SSN was found by combining the NONLIN estimates using
ITLIN, and several years of future +SSN were evaluated.
5.2.1 Using Individual Parameters to find +SSN
In this experiment the 15 best parameters according to correlation coeffi-
cient were used to estimate +SSN using NONLIN but not ITLIN. Thus, there
were 15 individual estimates of +SSN rather than the usual 15 estimates which
combine 1 through 15 predictors. Table 5-5 shows a listing of the 15 best pre-
dictors and the corresponding rms error over the training set for each. Note
that rms error is almost always monotonically increasing as the correlation
5-4
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coefficient is monotonically decreasing. This would indicate that the Ezekiel
and Fox conjecture is not applicable in this case.
The experiment which follows shows the improvement when the NONLIN
estimates are combined using ITLIN.
5.2.2 Combining NONLIN estimates to find +SSN into the Future
Accuracy is improved by combining estimates of +SSN as was shown in
the Pha-;e I experiments. Listed in Table 5-6 are the fifteen best parameters
along with the rms error over the training set (of course it is impossible to
know the error in the test set since these are predictions into the future).
The estimates of +SSN into the future are shown on Figs. 5-9 through
5-22 for cases where 2 through 15 predictors were used. The error band about
each estimate was generated over the range of the training set and plotted about
the estimated values to provide an estimate of the reliability of the estimates.
The minimum rms error for the training set was 41.85, when all 15 parameters
were used. Table 5-7 shows a breakdown of this rms error. These are the
values of rms error used to generate the error bands on Fig. 5-22.
During the Phase I experiments the minimum rms error during ' airing
was 38.47 and this produced an me error of 56.72 in the test set. If tt:: same
ratio were true in this Phase II experiment the rms error for the period into
the future would be 61.70. While this is just an estimat. p
 of rrns error for future
predictions it is probably a reasonably good estimate. The add'.tion of more and
better parameters coupled with improvement in the NONLIN/ITLIN procedures
would make closer estimates possible.
Ell!
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Table 5-1
ESTIMATIONS OF +SSN TO EVALUATE
NONLIN/ITLIN USING 21 PREDICTORS
Error Training Error Testing Parameter Added
43.15 57.41 Zeta
43.07 57.39 P
43.04 57.25 V o
4?. 93 57.15 P'
42. 50 56.96 P
42.49 56.94 ROD
40.98 60.40 Ho
40.98 60.79 Ro
49.95 60.81 Ao
40.92 60.51 SCC
39.45 58.22 SSC
39.44 58.27 Tau
38.56 57.44 CUP
38.56 57.41 F3
38.47 56.72 F3H
38.41 # HF'
38.34 HF
38.32 Jo
38.27 F3R
38.26 V3
38.20 Lo
5-6
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Table 5-2
A
RMS ERROR BETWEEN +SSN AND +SSN FOR
DISCRETE RANGES OF DATA MAGNITUDE
Range of
Values
Training Set Testing Set
No. No. No. No.
(Absolute rms Actual rms Est. rms Actual rms Est.
Value) Error Points Error Points Error Points Error Points
0-	 10 36 602 33 353 26 66 36 94
10 -	 20 30 417 36 405 28 80 43 118
20 -	 30 29 300 36 536 27 73 57 133
30-
	
40 32 261 45 495 24 54 44 116
40-
	 50 33 406 40 490 23 39 81 93
50 -	 60 33 268 39 548 35 48 58 123
60-
	 70 29 296 29 263 40 71 85 27
70 -	 80 46 14c 44 83 43 61 81 19
80 -	 90 51 14:, 50 27 44 21 0
90 - 100 52 92 0 52 22 0
100 - 110 53 74 0 56 32 0
110 - 120 59 58 0 72 30 0
120 - 130 70 57 0 87 13 0
130 - 140 75 47 0 90 26 0
140 - 150 82 21 0 99 28 0
150 - 160 75 13 0 102 12 0
160 - 170 0 0 0 116 6 0
170 - 180 0 0 0 129 9 0
180 - 190 0 0 0 133 15 0
190 - 200 0 0 0 136 i2 0
200 - 210 0 0 0 143 5 0
Overall rms error = 38. 56 Training (10.7% of peak to peak)
= 57.44 Testing (15.67% of peak to peak)
5-7
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Table 5.3
ESTIMATIONS OF ISSNI TO EVALUATE
NONLIN/ITLIN USING 15 PREDICTORS
Error Training Error Testing Parameter Added
32.70 60.38 HF
32.60 61.01 HF'
32.50 61.41 F3R
32.49 61.07 F3
32.46 60.98 Ao
30.63 59.78 CUP
30.58 59.56 F3H
30.55 59.53 Jo
29.88 57.49 Tau
29.86 57.40 P
29.83 56.63 Lo
29.05 54.90 ROD
29.05 55.03 P
28.53 52.02 Vo
28.52 52.00 V3
5-8
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Table 5-4
RMS ERROR BETWEEN ISSNI AND (SSNI
FOR DISCRETE RANGES OF DATA MAGNITUDE
Range of
Values
Training Set Testing Set
No. No. No. No.
(Absolute rms Actual rms Est. rms Actual rms Est.
Value) Error Points Error Points Error Points Error Points
0 -	 10 34 567 20 38 50 64 23 8
10 -	 20 26 452 18 267 41 82 16 35
20 -	 30 21 300 22 524 29 73 26 36
30 -	 40 18 261 22 607 23 54 32 120
40 -	 50 19 406 25 631 21 39 42 164
50 -	 60 21 268 33 387 19 48 52 98
60 -	 70 22 296 40 363 25 71 75 162
70 -	 80 25 145 37 248 27 61 58 87
80 -	 90 32 143 19 74 40 21 35 13
90 - 100 30 92 26 29 49 22 0
100 - 110 38 74 39 32 57 32 0
110 - 120 45 58 0 68 30 0
120 - 130 53 57 0 66 13 0
130 - 140 62 47 0 71 26 0
140 - 150 70 21 0 80 28 0
150 - 160 51 13 0 85 12 0
160 - 170 0 0 0 97 6 0
170 - 180 0 0 0 107 9 0
180 - 190 0 0 0 116 15 0
190 - 200 0 0 0 130 12 0
200 - 210 0 0 0 137 5 0
Overall rms error = 28. 53 Training (14% of peak to peak)
= 52. 02 Testing (26% of peak to peak)
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Table 5-5
FINDING +SSN USING INDIVIDUAL PREDICTORS
Parameter Correlation
Coefficient
rms Error
Zeta .70573 45.34
P .69919 45.41
Vo .68900 45.46
P' .68502 45.84
P .65830 47.02
ROD .64322 46.44
Ho .61610 49.29
R o .55459 52.47
A o .43618 58.04
CC .31237 55.60
SSC .19178 60.03
Tau .18118 58.80
CUP .09417 62.36
F3 .09075 62.63
F3H .08311 62.30
u
0
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Table 5-6
RMS ERROR FOR TRAINING WHEN ESTIMATING
+SSN INTO THE FUTURE
Parameter rms Error
Zeta 45.34
P 45.29
Vo 45.21
P' 45.11
P 44.96
ROD 44.96
Ho 44.20
Ro 44.20
Ao 44.19
SCC 44.14
SSC 44.14
Tau 42.86
CUP 42.10
F3 42.00
F3H 41.85
5-11
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Table 5-7
A
RMS ERROR FOR VARIOUS RANGES OF +SSN
Range of ` + SSNI No. of Values
in Given Range
rms Error
0 to	 10 668 39
10 to	 20 437 33
20 to	 ^0 373 33
30 to
	 40 315 35
40 to	 50 445 37
50 to	 60 316 35
60 to	 70 367 28
70 to	 80 206 42i
80 to	 90 164 48
90 to 100 114 46
100 to 110 146 50
110 to 120 88 57
120 to 1 1 0 r10 68
130 to 140 73 73
140 to 150 49 82
150 to 160 25 74
160 to 170 6 96
170 to 180 9 107
180 to 190 15 110
190 to 200 12 109
200 to 210 5 115
NOTE: Overall rms error training 41.85 (11.6% of peak-to-peak).
5-l2
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Section 6
CONCLUSIONS
The basic goal of this study was to develop an improved method of fore-
casting solar activity. A number of eminent scientists have suggested that
some relationship exists between solar activity and the interactions between the
planets and sun. Neither the basic cause of solar activity nor its specific
relationship to planetary interactions have yet been determined, although a
number of proposed relationships have been provided. Objective of the
Lockheed study was to use the available information in the best way possible
to determine if a reliable forecast procedure is possible without having knowl-
edge of the basic cause of the phenomenon. To accomplish the objective, the
statistical techniques of nonlinear multiple regression were used to combine
as many parameters as possible that might be descriptive of the unknown in-
teraction. The result was a technique for predicting smoothed sunspot num-
bers that can be. used as far into the future as the positions and velocities of
the planets can be calculated. Planetary ephemeris data is the only infor-
mation required to make a prediction.
The procedure was found to be feasible, but has not as yet demonstrated
an acceptable accuracy. The best accuracies were achieved during Phase 1
of the experiment and were 10.7% of the peak-to-peak value during training
and 16% of the peak-to-peak value for the open test set. This accuracy oc-
curred when 13 parameters to estimate +SSN (22-year cycle) were used.
When +SSN was predicted in the future, the minimum rms error during
training was 11.6% of the peak-to-peak number.
In formidable investigations like this one, the most important gains are
not always demonstrated in the formal results. However, much was learned
during the study about the ways in which planetary influences can be used to
i
[l
U
pi,
r.
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improve forecasting procedures; and firm recommendations can be made
which, if followed, should yield significant improvements in the accuracy of
the basic procedure. These recommendations are presented in Section 7.
b-2
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g	 Section 7
RECOMMENDATIONSg
This study is an attempt to combine various parameters that describe1 planetary interactions with the sun into a forecast procedure for solar activity.
Although the procedure does not yet demonstrate satisfactory accuracy, ideas
arose during the investigation which could greatly improve the technique. The
suggestions fall into two basic categories: (1) improvement of the basic data;
and (2) improvement of the techniques used in the multiple nonlinear regres-
sion analysis. The first category encompasses such suggestions as predicting
sunspot area instead of Wolf number, adding different predictors, etc. The
second category is self-explanatory. Some of the more significant suggestions
in each category are listed below. 
•	 Improvement of Basic Data:
• The basic approach thus far has been a direct estimate of sun-
sot number. It might be hypothesized that if planet influencesP	 g	 YP	 P
are not the basic cause of solar activity, but serve to perturb
some basic cycle, the planet influences should be used to pre-
-	 diet the perturbations from the basic cycle rather than the cycle
itself. One question which immediately arises is, "What is the
basic cycle?" That question is, as yet, unanswered. If the
average of the 19 known cycles were taken, a reasonable esti-
mate could be expected. Other estimates, such as Fourier
series, trigonometric expressions, etc. could also be tried.
The predictors discussed in this study can then be combined
statistically to produce estimates of the deviation of a future
cycle from the base cycle.
• Many of the problems thus far could well be attributed to the
fact that the right parameter was not used as a predictor. A
number of theories on the cause of sunspots could not be used
because one of the requirements stipulated for predictors was
'	 that the parameter itself must be predictable. The only re-
course to this problem is to include more predictors in the
hope that the right one, or a parameter closely related to the
7-1
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right one, will be found. 	 This suggestion brings up the ques-
tion, "Where may more predictors be found?" One answer is
to wait for the results of further scientific investigations. i
Another solution which has been tried is to look at various
components of the vector predictors. 	 Most of the parameters
used thus far have been the magnitudes of total vectors.	 Per- -
haps it is not the total vector which is important in relation
to sunspots, but a component of it in a certain direction. Ap-
pendix D provides a preliminary look at components of vectors
in two different coordinate systems. An example of how much
a component might change from the total vector is shown in
Fig. 7-1.	 Here the "T-N-B" components of the rate of change
of radius of curvature (ROD) are shown.	 The total ROD is t^
shown in Fig. 2- 6. 	Notice how much clearer a waveform is
given by the "T" component than the total.
• Finally, different measures of solar activity might be employed.
In so doing, however, the relative scarcity of other measures
would be a severe disadvantage. Figures 7-2 and 7-3 show a
comparison between sunspot area and 'Wolf number.
•	 Improvement of the Regression Procedure:	
U
• Efforts should be made to optimize NONLIN to reduce the in-
herent error attributable to the estimation procedure. The
optimization could be accomplished b changing the NONLIN
estimation correction procedure and7or by transforming some
of the values of SSN before the estimation is made. (The possi-
bility of using a logarithmic transformation has been mentioned.)
s Rather than change the NONLIN estimation correction procedure
in general, a method should be found to correct SSN in particular
to agree better with SSN.
• A few predictors could be combined in the NONLIN portion of
the experiment. Time permitted making combinations only in
the ITLIN procedure.
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is	 Appendix A
SINX/X FILTER COEFFICIENTS FOR
THREE FILTER CONFIGURATIONS
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NONLIN COEFFICIENTS
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t `	 Appendix B
NONLIN COEFFICIENTS
Each NONLIN transformation is
^ 	 4Q +Q X	 i+ Q X2
	
i	 i +Q X3 + Q X. + Q X5 	 + Q X6
	
Q(X)	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4 i	 5	 6X	 ii -
 T(X)	 PO + P 1 Xi + P2 Xi + P3 Xi +P44+P  SXi + P6Xi
where Xi is a given predictor parameter.
Then the correction of the estimate is made so that
Xi = ao + a 1 Xi
The values of these coefficients are tabulated for each of the appli-
cable parameters for each of the experiments.
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Table B-1
COEFFICIENTS FOR EXPERIMENT EVALUA'rING NONLIN/ITLIN
BY ESTIMATING ±SSN
Order of Coefficients
ao	 alParameter 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Zeta Q -1.274x4* -6.075x4 -7.828x3 -4.823x4 -2.952x3 -1.876x4 5.519x3 •2.34	 1.452P 1.729x3 6.328x1 1.276x3 5.735x1 1.312x3 -1.112xi 1.629x2
P
Q -1. 175x4 -6. 140x4 -4.273x3 -4.726x4 -3.915x3 -1.819x4 -6. 749x2
•2.208	 1.467P 1.730x3 -1.056x2 1.275x3 -2.499x1 1.308x3 1.991x1 1.631x2
Q -1.410x4 -5.920x4 -5.015x3 -4.541x4 -6.496x2 -1.836x4 2.701 XZ 1.478•2.44vO P 1. 760x3 1.334x1 1 . 237x3 -2 . 903x1 1. 262x3 -1. 211x1 1.605x2
Q -1.373x4 ¢ -6.266x4 -5.645x3 -4.367x4 -2.036x3 -1. 702x4 2.047x2
•2.728	 1.508P 1.765x3 5.787x2 1.228x3 1.230x1 1.249x3 -6.769x1 1.624x2
P
Q -3. 5440 -5. 327x4 -5. 838x2 -3.922x4 -8.949x3 -1. 628x4 -2.232x3
-2.658	 1.627P 1.857x3 -1.253x2 1.098x2 -5.502x1 1. 138x3 3. 53 .4x0 1.598x2
ROD Q -1.594x4 -5.895x4 -4.462x3 -4.263x4 2.323x3 -1.604x4 7.691x2 •2 . 572	 1.523P 1.816x3 -7.642x1 1. 189x3 -7 . 834x1 1. 1 f'%x3 -A. 5820 1.480x2
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C
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F3R Q • •1.97x3* 1.04x3 •Z.7lx4 -4.29x1 -5.18x1 -6.36x3 -2.47x4 -17.76	 3.802P 8,14x2 -1.48x2 2.94x3 -1.45x1 7.89x1 -7.88xZ 5.25xs
3
Q -4.14x3 -6.54x3 -1.20x4 1.17x1 -3.48x2 3.76x3 -2.51x4
•4. 71	 Z. 13P 7. 71x2 -1.07x2 2.73x3 L O x1 7.75x1 1 -5.27x3 5. 50x3
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Appendix C
ITLIN COEFFICIENTS
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Appendix C
ITLIN COEFFICIENTS
The final estimate of SSN is in the following form:
N
SSN = F+ 0 +	 i X'i
i=1
where i refers to an individual predictor parameter and N is the total number
of predictors. To use ITLIN at all N > 1. The following tables provide the
coefficients as predictor parameters are added.
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Appendix D
COMPONENTS OF VECTOR PREDICTORS
D.1 GENERAL
`z
l ^_
e [
)
e
g:
L+
Several of the predictors generated for this study are vector quantities.
To investigate the manner in which these vectors change with time, the first
approach was to compute the magnitude of the vector. The vector also
changes direction with time, which may be important in correlation studies.
To represent the change in direction of the vector as a function of time in a
meaningful manner, there are several possibilities. Direction might be
represented in terms of angles, or direction cosines relative to a wide variety
of coordinate systems, fixed or rotating; and the history of these angles then
studied. Also, components of the vector might be chosen in a meaningful
coordinate system. The approach chosen was to compute the three ortho-
gonal components of the vector in two coordinate systems. The two systems
used are the " Tangential- Normal- Binormal (TNB)" and the "Radial-Transverse
Binormal (ROH)" systems. In the choice of these systems, it was anticipated
that the results of physical forces would be more closely related to systems
which are expressive of the motions described. For instance, in the TNB
system, velocity is directed along the tangential unit vector and acceleration
along the tangential and normal unit vectors; whereas, if an arbitrary rectan-
gular system fixed in space were chosen, no component would have any partic-
ular meaning.
The orientations of these systems are illustrated in the following dia-
grams.
D-1
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In the ROH system. R is directed along the radius vector from the c.m. to
the Sun's position; 9 is perpendicular to R, in the plane of motion, and in the
same sense as the ve' .zi f r; H completes the right-handed system. In the
TNB system, T is tangential to the path of motion in the direction of the
velocity; N is in the plai,a of motion, normal to the velocity; and B completes
the right-handed system. These unit vectors can be defined in terms of the
known ecliptic system as follows.
• R8H System. The radial unit vector is easily obtained from the
previously calculated position.
R
R= R°0
The binormal unit vector H is defined from the angular momentum vector
about the c.m.,
_ H0 ms R0 x V0
H - H - H0	 0
Finally, the transverse unit vector can be obtained as
6=HXR.
• The TNB System. Unit vectors in the TNB system can be computed
in terms of parameters which define the path of motion. The tangential unit
vector is obtained from the velocity
V
T = V
0
The normal unit vector can be obtained from the acceleration vector,
D-3
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V2
go - ST+ P N
N =	 (a0 - S
V` 
	 T) .
0
The binormal unit vector is then easily computed from the other two.
B=TxN.
D.2 COMPONENTS OF VECTORS IN THE TNB SYSTEM
The vectors can be resolved by taking the dot product of the vector with
the unit vectors defined above; for example, the components of acceleration
could be computed as
a  = a0 • T =
 a x T x + a y T y + as T 
aN = a 0	 x	 y y z• N = aN + aN + a NZ
a  = ao • B =
 a x B x + a y B y + a  B  .
In some cases, however, the r%lculations can be simplified and at the same
time more insight into the nature of the predictors can be gained. For
instance, again considering acceleration it is known that
V2
a0 = ST+ P N.
Thus,	 —
.. a0 Voa  = S
0
V 
aN = p
a  = 0
D-4
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Other predictors whose components in the TNB system might possibly be of
interest are discussed below.
D.2.1 Distance from the Center of Mass to the Sun
The displacement vector from the c.m. to the Sun is known in terms of
the ecliptic coordinates (i, j, k),
R  = xoi +yoj+zok.
The T component is
Ro Vo
R.I, = Ro o T =	 V 
RT 
= V (xo Vx + yo Vy + zo Vz)0
The N component is
RN = .Ro o N
RN = xON x  + YON y + zo
 NZ .
The B component is
RB = Ro•B
R  = x  B  +y 0  By + z 0  Bz .
D-5
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D.2.2 Jerk Vector
The TNB components of the rate of change of acceleration are determined
as follows. Acceleration is
V2
a0 - §T + P  N.
Taking the derivative,
_	 da	 , . 2PV V - V - P	 V- s
Jo = dt = ST + ST +	 ° 2 o N+ A N,P
repeating the expressions for the rates of change of the unit vectors,
T =T N
Y
N = VO rB - -F + T.
and evaluating S
...	 dao-VoS = ^ --vo
0
V0(a0 • Y 0 + 100V 0 (a0 -V 0 )  V0S
V0
V
S	 V(Jo - Vo + ao) - -
- -To (ao •'70) .
o	 o
D-6
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e jerk vector becomes
3
J(—Jo- 1 V + a2 - Vo {a° • ^0 - V0 T
o - Ivo  ^ o) 0	 V	 p0
+ 
2P Vo V 0
 - 
V0 P V  V0 N
"P2 p 
♦ P
V 3 T
+-2.—
 
$ .
Since
ao	 10 (a0 Vo) VoVo -	 2	 P
0
the components are
J	 V°- J.I, = V
_
- V (ix Vx +J V + J^ VZ)Y Y0 0
3V V0 Vo P
J
o
 
P A)
Vo TJB = P
D.2.3
	 Angular Momentum about the Center of Mass
E
t
	
	 The TNB components of Ho may be obtained by manipulating the defini-
tion of Ho,
I^
f'.
a
H0 = ms R0 x V0
H0 = ms (R T T + R N N + R B $) x (V0 T)
Ho = ms (R B V0 N - R N V0$)
D_ 7
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Assuming a knowledge of R  and R N from the previous paragraph, the
components of R  are
HT = 0
H  - m• R  V 
H  = ms RN V 
D.2.4 Rate of Change of Angular Momentum about the Center of Mass
The rate of change of R o in component form is likewise determined
from its definition.
Lo = Rio
 = ms Ro x ao
V2
Lo = ms (R T T + R N N + R B B) x S T + P R
2	 2
Lo = ms RT 2 -A - R N S B + R B N
 _
R
 pVo T
Thus,
D.2.5 Angular Momentum about the Center of Curvature and Rate of Change
of Angular Momentum about the Center of Curvature
The angular momentum about the center of curvature from its very
nature is easily expressed in TNB components.
P = mspV0^
D-8
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So that
PT - 0
P 	 0
P  = ms p V 
Likewise, the rate of change of angular momentum about the center of curva-
ture is easily obtained from the previous analysis.
P = ms IP V?T N -O VT o + i wsl
PT = 0
PN = 1D p Vo T
PB = -mspV0--mspV0
D.2.6 Rate of Change of the Radius of Curvature
The rate of change of the radius of curvature was derived in the previous
section as
p = pN+pN
V
P = pN+p v0TB- 
P 
T
p = pN+pV0TB-V0T
Thus,
PT = - V 
IAN = P
pg = p Vo T .
D-9
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D.3 COMPONEN.S OF VECTORS IN THE ROH SYSTEM
The components of the vector predictors in the radial -transverse -
binormal system are most easily computed from the scalar product approach.
Since this technique is rather general no particular examples will be discussed.
D-10
